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All aboard! 
First adventure book.

Do you dream about pirate adventures? About pirate hat, 
about creaky yards, about the sea wind blowing in your 
face?.. Jen Kotes Baby joins the ship in order to be looking 
for her father through the seas and the oceans. Remote 
harbors, fierce sea storms and naval battles are waiting 
her and brave Jonny Sparrow. The reader is invited to join 
the adventure to pursuit the dream and meet Cropeared, 
the legendary captain of pirates...

184 pages 
format 140х200 mm, hard copy

ISBN 978-5-904736-14-9

The Island of Lost Treasure
Second adventure book.

Cruises, treasures, cat-eaters, new betrayal of Oneeyed 
and  unexpected confession of Jonny Sparrow. Also in 
this book: Uti-Puti saved from volcanic chimney, des-

perate battle with Ocean Dogs… So young Jennifyr has 
got enough cruising for a bruising!

176 pages 
format 140х200 mm, hard copy

ISBN 978-5-904736-15-6

Rebel Mummy
Third book.

How legends are born? Sniffing near the left board comes 
to no good. How to overcome the charms of mermaid? Why 
do pirates wear earring?.. The readers will be immersed into 
world of legends and maritime omens together with Jon-
ny Sparrow. The ship named Jennifyr will bring them to the 
island where the tricky mermaid lives. They will get lost in the 
labyrinth and even meet with a mummy… A little bit scary but 
much more funny as always!

144 pages 
format 140х200 mm, hard copy

ISBN 978-5-904736-06-4

Captain Jen
Fourth book.

«Nightmare» ship and her crew lead by Captain Jennifyr is 
sailing away to a new unbelievable journey. And not just 
to some remote lands, but to the real Edge of the World! 
Fearless Jen should fight with the ugly hyenas, reach the 

Last Islands and even get the “Nightmare” off the ground!  
No doubt that she will be assisted with her friends – the 

true pirates crew. They always make any journey funny!

192 pages 
format 140х200 mm, hard copy

ISBN 978-5-904736-13-2

Chest for Emperor
Fifth book (final)

«Wanted Jennifyr Kotes!» Look, it is the handsome pirate 
ship captain, who had reach the Edge of the World, narrows 
her eyes cunningly on the front page of the News for Penny. 
Is Diego, the Emperor, going to execute her as a dangerous 
criminal? Or to praise her like a hero? The ships shocked 
with newspaper headlines are heading to the harbor of 
Gavgados… They carry forgotten mysteries and stories of the 
days that gone. Their captains and passengers look for a love 
and approval, they are thirsty for justice and retribution.

224 pages 
format 140х200 mm, hard copy

ISBN 978-5-904736-27-9



The life of a modest French artist 
named Lemming is turned upside 
down after the famous millionaire 
has invited him to America. Lemming 
finds himself in the rapid succession 
of events and meets the brilliant and 
handsome British intelligence agent 
James the Cat.

Who is he? Reliable friend of a tricky spy, ready for everything to fulfill his 
assignment and not to fail his responsible mission? How does the peaceful 
Lemming get the most lethal weapon in his paws?  Where a desire to the 
world supremacy does lead to?  You can find the answers in this book about 
force of character and real friendship.  

+ the course  of lectures of Secret Agent School

Anya Amasova  

and Viktor Zaparenko

208 pages 
format 140х200 mm, hard copy

ISBN 978-5-904736-23-1

James the Cat

Children are used asking, How to draw animated cartoon? It’s not an easy ques-
tion… But we tried to answer it...

This book is about how to obtain desired results animating characters, building 
back-drop scenery, creating   visual effects, drawing moving characters, animals 
and things. A lot of animation secrets are unveiled. Learn how to create an animat-
ed movie — puppet-animated film, picture cartoons, comic strip or flash.

How to Draw  
Animated Cartoons

128 pages 
format 146х240 mm, hard copy

ISBN 978-5-904736-09-5

Viktor  Zaparenko



Two important books of publishing house — guides for children and their 
parents about the two largest cities of Russia: Saint-Petersburg and Mos-
cow. These colorful books with the most interesting information, lots of 
illustrations, games and activities inside. These are the first and the best 
guides for children and family traveling.

Anna Rapoport
Illustrations: Victor Zaparenko
128 pages, format 205х215 mm, hard copy
ISBN 978-5-904736-03-3

The book is fascinating guidebook into both the city 
history and the modern city. New discovery is awaiting 
its readers. Each chapter has its own interesting theme. 
Among them are Water and Bridges, City Transportation, 
Brave Soldiers, etc. Each broadside of the book forms 
subtheme: St.Petersburg on the World Map, Aurora 
Cruiser, Railway History, War of 1812, Peter the Great 
Monuments, St.Petersburg Lions, The Most Interesting in 
Hermitage, Suvorov. They contain interesting and readily 
understandable text, beautiful photos, funny illustrations, 
games and educative materials.

Saint-Petersburg

Guidebooks Illustrated series

Moscow Fyodor Dyadichev
Illustrations: Nikolay Krutikov
116 pages, format 205x215 mm, hard copy
ISBN 978-5-904736-00-0

Let’s go to Moscow! This book invites 
children and their parents to start on 
their journey together. They will see the 
most beautiful and interesting places at 
the Russian capital and its outskirts. Each 
broadside of the book contains interesting 
and readily understandable text, beautiful 
photos, funny illustrations and interactive 
tasks, which always keep company during 
travels. There is deck log included into the 
book. Young readers may fill in it in the 
book directly or use it as an idea for their 
own travel journal. Also you can find plenty 
of the reference data: venue location, open-
ing hours and directions.

For those who collects travel guides and 
for those who wants to visit Moscow!

Opera:  
Small Musical Encyclopaedia

We invite you to visit opera theatres and concert halls to take 
a look into orchestra pit, stage and backstage. You’ll learn what 
is the job of conductor, stage manager, performer, artist and 
lighting technician. You’ll learn the histories of the ten famous 
operas and other interesting facts. We have collected the most 
vivid arias, ouvertures and musical fragments for you. Thirteen 
talented artist created inspirational artwork for this book. 

Operatic performance recipe, 
 tasks for inventors  
and opera puzzles! For secondary 

school age and 
those who loves 

music and theatre.

208 pages,  
format 140х200 mm,  
hard copy

ISBN 978-5-904736-25-5
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